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It refers to a literary movement in England that took place roughly between British Romantics believed
something existed beyond the physical world. The Spirit world, according to Romantics, had unleashed its
power and inspiration to overthrow tyranny in government and in literature. Championing of the Individual:
Revolution in Europe brought to light the importance of the individual. Ordinary people now became the
subject of lofty language. British Romanticism attempted to free itself from traditional forms and subjects. The
Importance of Nature: The poet, according to the Romantics, is only at peace when in nature; moreover, while
in nature, the poet intervened with the great Universal Mind. Romantic poets made frequent use of
personification with nature, ascribing human traits to daffodils, fields, streams, and lakes. Nature, in essence,
became emotionally expressive. The Dangers of Technology: A natural consequence of celebrating nature was
a disdain for technology and industrialism. He created his own mythological world with man as the central
figure. The most famous of the British Romantics, Wordsworth is considered the nature poet. He
revolutionized poetic subjects, focusing on ordinary people in rustic settings. He, in addition, wrote about and
considered the poet as superior to all other writers. Most high school literature textbooks have at least one
poem by Wordsworth. Samuel Taylor Coleridge Coleridge and Wordsworth are often grouped together as
The Lake Poets, and for good reason. Together they are credited as the founders of the Romantic movement.
Lord Byron enjoyed unmatched popularity. The Byronic hero brooded, possessed insatiable appetites and
incredible strength, rebelled against societal norms, and forced upon himself exile. Lord Byron is generally
reserved for university level literature courses and is rarely found in high school anthologies. Percy Bysshe
Shelley Like all Romantics, Shelley was a radical non-conformist. His wife would later write Frankenstein.
Perhaps the most popular Later Romantic poet, Keats accomplished great things during his short life. Keats
considered contact with poets as a threat to his independence and therefore shunned his contemporaries. Try
annotating a poem for practice.
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The British Romantic era (ca. ) was a time of contradictions, of growth, and of diversity in all aspects of English life.
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Fresh ideals came to the fore; in particular, the ideal of freedom, long cherished in England , was being
extended to every range of human endeavour. As that ideal swept through Europe , it became natural to
believe that the age of tyrants might soon end. The most notable feature of the poetry of the time is the new
role of individual thought and personal feeling. To Particularize is the alone Distinction of Merit. Poetry was
regarded as conveying its own truth; sincerity was the criterion by which it was to be judged. But feeling had
begun to receive particular emphasis and is found in most of the Romantic definitions of poetry. Another key
quality of Romantic writing was its shift from the mimetic, or imitative, assumptions of the Neoclassical era to
a new stress on imagination. Samuel Taylor Coleridge saw the imagination as the supreme poetic quality, a
quasi-divine creative force that made the poet a godlike being. Imagination, the Divine Vision. A further sign
of the diminished stress placed on judgment is the Romantic attitude to form: Hand in hand with the new
conception of poetry and the insistence on a new subject matter went a demand for new ways of writing. It
could not be, for them, the language of feeling, and Wordsworth accordingly sought to bring the language of
poetry back to that of common speech. Nevertheless, when he published his preface to Lyrical Ballads in , the
time was ripe for a change: Poetry Blake, Wordsworth, and Coleridge Useful as it is to trace the common
elements in Romantic poetry, there was little conformity among the poets themselves. It is misleading to read
the poetry of the first Romantics as if it had been written primarily to express their feelings. Their concern was
rather to change the intellectual climate of the age. William Blake had been dissatisfied since boyhood with
the current state of poetry and what he considered the irreligious drabness of contemporary thought. His early
development of a protective shield of mocking humour with which to face a world in which science had
become trifling and art inconsequential is visible in the satirical An Island in the Moon written c. His desire
for renewal encouraged him to view the outbreak of the French Revolution as a momentous event. In works
such as The Marriage of Heaven and Hell â€”93 and Songs of Experience , he attacked the hypocrisies of the
age and the impersonal cruelties resulting from the dominance of analytic reason in contemporary thought.
Here, still using his own mythological characters, he portrayed the imaginative artist as the hero of society and
suggested the possibility of redemption from the fallen or Urizenic condition. William Wordsworth and
Samuel Taylor Coleridge , meanwhile, were also exploring the implications of the French Revolution.
Wordsworth, who lived in France in â€”92 and fathered an illegitimate child there, was distressed when, soon
after his return, Britain declared war on the republic, dividing his allegiance. For the rest of his career, he was
to brood on those events, trying to develop a view of humanity that would be faithful to his twin sense of the
pathos of individual human fates and the unrealized potentialities in humanity as a whole. His investigation of
the relationship between nature and the human mind continued in the long autobiographical poem addressed to
Coleridge and later titled The Prelude â€”99 in two books; in five books; in 13 books; revised continuously
and published posthumously, The Prelude constitutes the most significant English expression of the Romantic
discovery of the self as a topic for art and literature. Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early
Childhood. Simultaneously, his poetic output became sporadic. In Wordsworth dedicated a number of sonnets
to the patriotic cause. The death in of his brother John, who was a captain in the merchant navy , was a grim
reminder that, while he had been living in retirement as a poet, others had been willing to sacrifice themselves.
From this time the theme of duty was to be prominent in his poetry. Both Wordsworth and Coleridge benefited
from the advent in of the Regency, which brought a renewed interest in the arts. A Vision; The Pains of Sleep
was published in Biographia Literaria , an account of his own development, combined philosophy and literary
criticism in a new way and made an enduring and important contribution to literary theory. His later religious
writings made a considerable impact on Victorian readers. Sir Walter Scott , by contrast, was thought of as a
major poet for his vigorous and evocative verse narratives The Lay of the Last Minstrel and Marmion Other
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verse writers were also highly esteemed. Another admired poet of the day was Thomas Moore , whose Irish
Melodies began to appear in His highly coloured narrative Lalla Rookh: An Oriental Romance and his
satirical poetry were also immensely popular. Charlotte Smith was not the only significant woman poet in this
period. He differs from the earlier Augustans, however, in his subject matter, concentrating on realistic,
unsentimental accounts of the life of the poor and the middle classes. He shows considerable narrative gifts in
his collections of verse tales in which he anticipates many short-story techniques and great powers of
description. His antipastoral The Village appeared in After a long silence, he returned to poetry with The
Parish Register , The Borough , Tales in Verse , and Tales of the Hall , which gained him great popularity in
the early 19th century.
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English literature - The Romantic period: As a term to cover the most distinctive writers who flourished in the last years
of the 18th century and the first decades of the 19th, "Romantic" is indispensable but also a little misleading: there was
no self-styled "Romantic movement" at the time, and the great writers of the period did not call themselves Romantics.

Noah Heringman The MA and PhD specializations in British Romanticism offer students the opportunity to
focus intensively on one of the most turbulent and productive periods in British literary history. The
half-century around the French Revolution saw an astonishing rise in political radicalism followed by a
sweeping wave of political and cultural reaction. Both movements were fueled by a massive expansion of print
culture and an increasing variety of exhibitions, entertainments, and other cultural commodities aimed at an
expanding public. This volatile climate encouraged aesthetic experimentation. Romanticism across Europe
and the Americas launched many of the ideas that gave modernity its decisive shape. The field offers new
opportunities for traditional literary scholarship as well as for interdisciplinary engagement with visual culture,
political theory, the history of science, and the practice of creative writing, among other possibilities. Both
nationally and locally, Romanticists benefit from their proximity to scholars in the eighteenth century and the
Victorian period, whose wide-ranging and often allied studies of the earlier and later decades help to maintain
a scholarly niche for the intensive study of the revolutionary decades. He serves on numerous graduate
committees for students in literature as well as creative writing poetry. Opportunities Our program offers
students of Romanticism a strong larger community of faculty and graduate students in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century British literature as well as in related fields such as art history, history, and German
studies. We meet informally several times each semester, providing a forum for discussion of shared critical
reading as well as student work. In addition to attending conferences, graduate students in Romanticism also
have the opportunity to team-teach in their specialty with a faculty member, a model that allows much greater
independence than the "teaching assistant" model while also giving students exposure to the advanced
undergraduate classroom. For example, students interested in the picturesque will find an unusually complete
collection of the works of William Gilpin, in the original editions. Recent upper-level undergraduate courses:
British Romanticism Taught by Noah Heringman This course reconsiders traditional definitions of
Romanticism as the poetry of nature and imaginative vision by reading the six canonical poets--Blake,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, and Keats--with and against a range of women writers in prose and
poetry, including Charlotte Smith, Mary Wollstonecraft, and Ann Radcliffe. Although there are some obvious
contrasts between male and female writers in this period, this approach also highlights the many concerns they
shared: Byron and Scott Taught by Noah Heringman This course deals with one of the most intense rivalries
in literary history. Sir Walter Scott became famous in the early nineteenth century by publishing verse
romances such as The Lady of the Lake. That same year, however, Scott published his first novel, Waverley.
These commercially successful novels remain beloved by readers and widely studied by scholars, who regard
them as establishing the model for the historical novel. Byron, meanwhile, fell into disrepute because of his
scandalous divorce and wrote much of his best poetry from his self-imposed exile in Italy. In the second half
of the course, we will read his satiric masterpiece, Don Juan, in its entirety, along with three of the Waverley
novels perhaps Waverley, Old Mortality, and either Rob Roy or Ivanhoe. Jane Austen Taught by Lily
Gurton-Wachter In this class we will develop our close reading skills as we move slowly and carefully through
the novels of Jane Austen. Our discussions will investigate a wide range of topics, from how Austen delineates
the nuances of feeling, sympathy, and attachment, to her formal innovations in realism, irony, and the
representation of interiority. We will consider how Austen used the novel form to comment on the major
social and political issues of her time, to explore issues of gender, politics, history, and class, and to develop
new ways of thinking about the experience of reading and the work of literature. Students will write regular
close reading papers, a longer research essay on a topic of their choice, and give at least one oral presentation
on their research. But the idea of romantic love-- coming from the courtly literature of the Middle Ages-- was
under revision in the Romantic period, and the transformation of the idea of Rousseau, Thomas De Quincey,
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Mary Shelley, and others will be one of our central topics. We will also read the Memoirs of Mary Robinson ,
intiially famous as a gifted actress who won the heart of George IV and later famous as a poet. We will spend
time examining and thinking about different critical models as well as different practices of life writing and
the special kinds of pressure that it puts on verisimiulitude. Work for the course includes a substantial research
paper as well as reading responses and at least one exercise in autobiography or memoir. Reading William
Blake Taught by Lily Gurton-Wachter This class will focus on the visual and verbal work of poet and
printmaker William Blake who, though unrecognized in his own time, is today hailed as a prophet, genius, and
revolutionary. What did Wordsworth and Coleridge do differently from Thomas Percy, Robert Burns, and the
many other poets before them who revived the ballad, a form of verse narrative in quatrains that came down
from the European Middle Ages, often by way of oral tradition? Are ballads really literature? Samuel Johnson,
predictably, said no. What is a literary revival, and is it conservative, innovative, or just undead? How did
Romantic poets bridge the European literary tradition with the modern nationalist practice of collecting folk
songs and folk tales? The course concludes with a unit on versions of the ballad in American popular music.
Poetry and Politics in the Romantic Period Taught by Lily Gurton-Wachter In this seminar, we will ask how
literary texts of British Romanticism responded to and intervened in the political climate marked most
famously by the French Revolution, but also by the Napoleonic Wars, the Peterloo Massacre, abolitionism,
and by controversial political debates throughout England about immigration, enclosure, the suspension of
habeas corpus, free speech, the rights of man, the rights of women, and alarmism. Through close readings of
the literary texts of British Romanticismâ€”a movement that, for a long time, was characterized as an
apolitical retreat into either the self or the natural worldâ€”we will investigate what this literary tradition has
to say about revolution and rights, about the vulnerabilities of war, or about the unsteady distinction between
natural history and national history. We will explore the impact of war, revolution, and historical violence on
literary form, and examine texts that look to literary form for new ways to represent historical experience and
frame political argument. At least one class will be devoted to the proliferation of poems with dates; another to
the lyric poems that detail the feelings prompted by the anticipation of an invasion. The course will be divided
roughly into thirds, with one-third devoted to the poetry of Percy Bysshe Shelley and one-third devoted to the
fiction and nonfiction prose of Mary Shelley. We will look at P.
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Furthermore, no period has been the topic of so much disagreement and confusion over its defining principles
and aesthetics. Romanticism, then, can best be described as a large network of sometimes competing
philosophies, agendas, and points of interest. In England, Romanticism had its greatest influence from the end
of the eighteenth century up through about Its primary vehicle of expression was in poetry, although novelists
adopted many of the same themes. In America, the Romantic Movement was slightly delayed and modulated,
holding sway over arts and letters from roughly up to the Civil War. In a broader sense, Romanticism can be
conceived as an adjective which is applicable to the literature of virtually any time period. With that in mind,
anything from the Homeric epics to modern dime novels can be said to bear the stamp of Romanticism. In
spite of such general disagreements over usage, there are some definitive and universal statements one can
make regarding the nature of the Romantic Movement in both England and America. First and foremost,
Romanticism is concerned with the individual more than with society. The individual consciousness and
especially the individual imagination are especially fascinating for the Romantics. There was a coincident
downgrading of the importance and power of reason, clearly a reaction against the Enlightenment mode of
thinking. Nevertheless, writers became gradually more invested in social causes as the period moved forward.
Thanks largely to the Industrial Revolution, English society was undergoing the most severe paradigm shifts it
had seen in living memory. The response of many early Romantics was to yearn for an idealized, simpler past.
In particular, English Romantic poets had a strong connection with medievalism and mythology. The tales of
King Arthur were especially resonant to their imaginations. On top of this, there was a clearly mystical quality
to Romantic writing that sets it apart from other literary periods. Of course, not every Romantic poet or
novelist displayed all, or even most of these traits all the time. On the formal level, Romanticism witnessed a
steady loosening of the rules of artistic expression that were pervasive during earlier times. The Neoclassical
Period of the eighteenth century included very strict expectations regarding the structure and content of poetry.
By the dawn of the nineteenth century, experimentation with new styles and subjects became much more
acceptable. In terms of poetic form, rhymed stanzas were slowly giving way to blank verse, an unrhymed but
still rhythmic style of poetry. The purpose of blank verse was to heighten conversational speech to the level of
austere beauty. Some criticized the new style as mundane, yet the innovation soon became the preferred style.
One of the most popular themes of Romantic poetry was country life, otherwise known as pastoral poetry.
Mythological and fantastic settings were also employed to great effect by many of the Romantic poets.
Though struggling and unknown for the bulk of his life, poet and artist William Blake was certainly one of the
most creative minds of his generation. He was well ahead of his time, predating the high point of English
Romanticism by several decades. His greatest work was composed during the s, in the shadow of the French
Revolution, and that confrontation informed much of his creative process. Throughout his artistic career,
Blake gradually built up a sort of personal mythology of creation and imagination. The Old and New
Testaments were his source material, but his own sensibilities transfigured the Biblical stories and led to
something entirely original and completely misunderstood by contemporaries. He attempted to woo patrons to
his side, yet his unstable temper made him rather difficult to work with professionally. Some considered him
mad. In addition to writing poetry of the first order, Blake was also a master engraver. His greatest
contributions to Romantic literature were his self-published, quasi-mythological illustrated poetry collections.
Gloriously colored and painstaking in their design, few of these were produced and fewer still survive to the
present day. However, the craft and genius behind a work like The Marriage of Heaven and Hell cannot be
ignored. If one could identify a single voice as the standard-bearer of Romantic sensibilities, that voice would
belong to William Wordsworth. His publication of Lyrical Ballads in is identified by many as the opening act
of the Romantic Period in English literature. It was a hugely successful work, requiring several reprinting over
the years. The dominant theme of Lyrical Ballads was Nature, specifically the power of Nature to create strong
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impressions in the mind and imagination. There is the sense that past, present, and future all mix together in
the human consciousness. One feels as though the poet and the landscape are in communion, each a partner in
an act of creative production. Wordsworth quite deliberately turned his back on the Enlightenment traditions
of poetry, specifically the work of Alexander Pope. He instead looked more to the Renaissance and the
Classics of Greek and Latin epic poetry for inspiration. His work was noted for its accessibility. The
undeniable commercial success of Lyrical Ballads does not diminish the profound effect it had on an entire
generation of aspiring writers. In the United State, Romanticism found its voice in the poets and novelists of
the American Renaissance. The concentration on the individual mind gradually shifted from an optimistic
brand of spiritualism into a more modern, cynical study of the underside of humanity. The political unrest in
mid-nineteenth century America undoubtedly played a role in the development of a darker aesthetic. At the
same time, strongly individualist religious traditions played a large part in the development of artistic
creations. The Protestant work ethic, along with the popularity and fervor of American religious leaders, fed a
literary output that was undergird with fire and brimstone. The middle of the nineteenth century has only in
retrospect earned the label of the American Renaissance in literature. No one alive in the s quite realized the
flowering of creativity that was underway. In fact, the novelists who today are regarded as classic were
virtually unknown during their lifetimes. The novelists working during this period, particularly Nathaniel
Hawthorne and Herman Melville, were crafting densely symbolic and original pieces of literature that
nonetheless relied heavily upon the example of English Romanticism. However, there work was in other
respects a clean break with any permutation of Romanticism that had come before. There was a darkness to
American Romanticism that was clearly distinct from the English examples of earlier in the century. Herman
Melville died penniless and unknown, a failed writer who recognized his own brilliance even when others did
not. In novels like Benito Cereno and Moby Dick , Melville employed a dense fabric of hinted meanings and
symbols that required close reading and patience. With Moby Dick, Melville displays his research acumen, as
in the course of the novel the reader learns more than they thought possible about whales and whaling. The
novel itself is dark, mysterious, and hints at the supernatural. Superficially, the novel is a revenge tale, but
over and above the narrative are meditations of madness, power, and the nature of being human. Interestingly,
the narrator in the first few chapters of the novel more or less disappears for most of the book. He is in a sense
swallowed up by the mania of Captain Ahab and the crew. Although the novel most certainly held sway,
poetry was not utterly silent during the flowering of American Romanticism. Arguably the greatest poet in
American literary history was Walt Whitman, and he took his inspiration from many of the same sources as
his fellows working in the novel. His publication of Leaves of Grass in marked a critical moment in the history
of poetry. He attempted to include all people in all corners of the Earth within the sweep of his poetic vision.
Like the rest of the poets in the Romantic tradition, Whitman coined new words, and brought a diction and
rhythmic style to verse that ran counter to the aesthetics of the last century. Walt Whitman got his start as a
writer in journalism, and that documentary style of seeing the world permeated all his creative endeavors. Poe
crafted fiction and poetry that explored the strange side of human nature. His sing-song rhythms and dreary
settings earned him criticism on multiple fronts, but his creativity earned him a place in the first rank of
American artists. He is credited as the inventor of detective fiction, and was likewise one of the original
masters of horror. The master of symbolism in American literature was Nathaniel Hawthorne. Each of his
novels represents worlds imbued with the power of suggestion and imagination. The Scarlet Letter is often
placed alongside Moby Dick as one of the greatest novels in the English language. Not a single word is out of
place, and the dense symbolism opens the work up to multiple interpretations. There are discussions of guilt,
family, honor, politics, and society. Modern readers often believe that The Scarlet Letter was written during
the age of the Puritans, but in fact Hawthorne wrote a story that was in the distant past even in his own time.
Another trademark of the novel is its dabbling in the supernatural, even the grotesque. Separate from his
literary production, Hawthorne wrote expansively on literary theory and criticism. His theories exemplify the
Romantic spirit in American letters at mid-century. He espoused the conviction that objects can hold
significance deeper than their apparent meaning, and that the symbolic nature of reality was the most fertile
ground for literature. Throughout his writings, one gets a sense of darkness, if not outright pessimism. There is
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the sense of not fully understanding the world, of not getting the entire picture no matter how hard one tries.
As has been argued, Romanticism as a literary sensibility never completely disappeared. It was overtaken by
other aesthetic paradigms like Realism and Modernism, but Romanticism was always lurking under the
surface. Many great poets and novelists of the twentieth century cite the Romantics as their greatest
inspirational voices. The primary reason that Romanticism fell out of the limelight is because many writers
felt the need to express themselves in a more immediate way. The Romantic poets were regarded as
innovators, but a bit lost in their own imaginations. The real problems of life in the world seemed to be pushed
aside. As modernization continued unchecked, a more earthy kind of literature was demanded, and the
Romantics simply did not fit that bill. Do not reprint it without permission. Written by Josh Rahn. Major
Writers of the Romanticism Movement.
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Excerpt from Research Paper: Romantic Era The Romantic period and the attendant rise of the novel in
England as the preeminent literary form saw the emergence of the first truly popular literature , and with it
denunciations of the degradation of culture at the hands of frivolous entertainments and occupations. Fretting
critics lamented the idea that the fashion for new and exciting works of literature was crowding out more
"important" texts, and the fashionability of knowledge was met not with excitement at the prospect of a public
hungry for education, but rather concern based on the belief that a little bit of knowledge was more dangerous
than none at all Revolutions in Romantic Literature Even a cursory survey of the last three hundred years
shows that this kind of response has greeted the emergence of nearly every new medium, whether it be novels
, radio, television, or videogames. While it might be tempting to simply write off this reaction as the
involuntary response of stodgy intellectuals fearful of a slide into popular irrelevance, a close examination of
texts decrying the popularity of the Romantic novel, coupled with a look at a more recent yet ideologically
congruent text, reveals that this reactionary position represents something far more insidious. In reality, the
jeremiads against the novel written during the Romantic period constitute a specific historical iteration of the
pervasive and ongoing attempt to constrain knowledge and the transfer of ideas in the service of oligarchical
power, and examining these critiques in detail reveals the rhetorical means by which the intellectual apologists
of oligarchy attempt to eternally discourage and fragment a public sphere that naturally seeks to encourage the
broadest participation possible. Furthermore, comparing these historical attempts to divide and discourage the
formation of a robust public sphere with a more recent critical text that attempts largely the same thing will
demonstrate that these rhetorical methods are not necessarily unique to the Romantic period, but rather
represent a particular tool set of oligarchical power that repeats itself throughout history. To begin, it is
necessary to explicate what is meant by oligarchy in the context of this study. In general, oligarchy denotes a
power structure in which authority rests in the hands of a few, and the key presupposition of this study is the
notion that throughout recorded human history, the general trend of media has been a movement away from
oligarchical control to more egalitarian modes of production, distribution, and reception, largely as a result of
cheaper production methods. In regards to the Romantic period, one can reasonably suggest that the key
production innovation that led to the rise of the novel was the popularization of moveable type a few centuries
earlier, which allowed for more rapid production and increased volume and to see the logical endpoint of this
technologically-motivated movement towards more egalitarian modes of production, distribution, and
reception, one need merely consider the possibilities offered by the internet. In this sense, all media remains
under oligarchical control to some extent, with the only difference being the particular degree of control. That
the movement towards more egalitarian media represents a natural threat to oligarchy is evidenced by two
related phenomenon. Firstly, the movement towards increasingly egalitarian media is largely concomitant with
more democratic methods of governance, and secondly, the success of repressive regimes rests largely on their
control of the media, because ideological control is infinitely more powerful than mere physical coercion.
However, it is important to note that in the context of this study, oligarchical control of media does not refer to
any specific regime; rather, it is in reference to the notion of oligarchy in general. As such, this study does not
argue that the specific authors and texts under discussion here constitute the united front of a single historical
regime, but rather represent a variety of different though frequently interrelated oligarchies whose responses to
the rise of the novel appear congruent simply because they all participate in the same oligarchical endeavor.
Furthermore, it is not the goal of this study to identify these specifics oligarchies, but rather to demonstrate the
features common to their response to more egalitarian media this is why the inclusion of a more recent critical
text is so helpful. One can, however, note that the mere fact the authors under discussion here found
publication for their work demonstrates that they were a part of "the hierarchical nature of a world where
higher learning and the upper classes had a naturally harmonious relationship" "Towards a romantic literary
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professionalism" Though the emerging public sphere of the seventeenth and eighteenth century conformed to
a number of arbitrary standards and pretensions, it nevertheless represented a crucial development in the
movement away from oligarchical control of the media, because it represented a cultural and ideological space
dictated not by the whims of royalty or the church, but rather by the interests and tastes of the consuming
public. This public sphere represented a natural threat to oligarchy, because it nurtured the emergence of a
public consciousness beyond the complete control of traditional authority, and "observed within [its]
institutions an ethos of equality which self-consciously disregarded or ostensibly elided differences of social
status among [its] members" Brewer Having defined precisely what is meant by oligarchical control of media
and the public sphere in the context of this study, it is now possible to investigate the oligarchical response to
the rise of the Romantic novel directly by examining four commentaries on literature and novels written
during the Romantic period. Thus, the presupposition of his entire argument is that books he has not read
himself are by definition trifling or worthless, because apparently otherwise he would have read them. This
demonstrates one of the key methods oligarchy deploys in order to disparage popular forms of media and
knowledge transfer; namely, by rejecting them out of hand, rather than on any specific merits, because actually
analyzing a text serves to implicitly grant it some level of legitimacy. By positioning himself as an authority
on what constitutes worthwhile literature, Knox is able to criticize novels and the people who read them
without having to grant them any kind of legitimacy, even as a degraded form of literature. He uses the notion
of a well-respected Literary Character in order to pine for what he characterizes as a kind of golden age, but
this golden age of literaryâ€¦.
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These castle grounds have had flowers since the 13th century, when King Edward I allowed Queen Eleanor of
Provence to introduce garden design to England. This act is perhaps the root of Romanticism. Source Love of
Nature, Animals, Landscape It may seem strange to us to imagine life without flowerbeds. However, it was
not until a French Queen introduced the idea to England in the 13th century, that garden design began. It was a
novel idea, because no one had thought of it, and no one prior to the implementation of beautiful garden
design could see the point of doing it. The definition of romanticism is a bit like this too. The appreciation of
what is right in front of us, reordered and given higher purpose. In the case of garden design, it is the artistic
arrangement of the natural. In the case of the Romantic movement, it is the same. Puritan belief systems were
questioned. Authors such as Abraham Cowley reacted to ideas that sobriety was a good moral in his sombre
poem Drinking. Perhaps one could say the founding idea for modern internet retrieval systems and wiki
collections. The beginning of modern thinking about spirituality in terms of there being more than one deity
and religion. A philosophical explosion of new ideas including Immanuel Kant and Jean Jacques Rousseau
moving ideas from the objective to the subjective. This meant that romantic artists and poets explored nature
as if they were present within it, and not looking at it. This could be said to be an era of empathy. The French
Revolution was the impetus for political and social change as the underclass of Europe revolted against their
impoverished circumstances. Romanticism paintings in oil flourished alongside romanticism in literature and
poetry. There is a really good Literary Periods Timeline chart here if you are a more visual type of learner.
The War Song of Dinas Vawr original illustration. In his poem the English soldiers crow; "the mountain sheep
are sweeter, but the valley sheep are fatter; we therefore deemed it meeter, to carry off the latter. Earlier, I
referenced gardening, and how it was an occupation no one was familiar with in the 13th century. Land law
was so prohibitive in the Romantic Period that it was unheard of to have a private garden unless you held land
freehold, which was all owned by aristocrats. The emerging wealth of the mercantile class, or nouveau riche,
saw much pressure to alter legislation concerning ownership of freehold title, and this was seen to in the late s
under the reign of Queen Victoria. Prior to this, poets, artists, philosophers and political activists were
claiming that ordinary people had a right to their share of the wealth. The Romantic Movement strengthened
as public sympathy aligned with French Revolutionaries, and a rich industrial and merchant class paying rent
to crown estates grew fed up watching idle aristocrats playing with wealth that appeared undeserved. French
citizens were impoverished, to which their frivolous and spendthrift Queen Mary supposedly said; "Let them
eat cake! The Romantic Poets Romanticism was essentially a movement of thought which had its
philosophical roots in Europe and its artistic expression in England. The ways the English Romantic poets
expressed these ideas were quite interesting.
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During this time, literature began to move in channels that were not entirely new but were in strong contrast to
the standard literary practice of the eighteenth century. How the word romantic came to be applied to this
period is something of a puzzle. Originally the word was applied to the Latin or Roman dialects used in the
Roman provinces, especially France, and to the stories written in these dialects. Romantic is a derivative of
romant, which was borrowed from the French romaunt in the sixteenth century. At first it meant only "like the
old romances" but gradually it began to carry a certain taint. Romantic, according to L. Smith in his Words
and Idioms, connoted "false and fictitious beings and feelings, without real existence in fact or in human
nature"; it also suggested "old castles, mountains and forests, pastoral plains, waste and solitary places" and a
"love for wild nature, for mountains and moors. In Germany, especially, the word was used in strong
opposition to the term classical. The grouping together of the so-called Lake poets Wordsworth, Coleridge,
and Southey with Scott, Byron, Keats, and Shelley as the romantic poets is late Victorian, apparently as late as
the middle s. And it should be noted that these poets did not recognize themselves as "romantic," although
they were familiar with the word and recognized that their practice differed from that of the eighteenth
century. The reaction to the standard literary practice and critical norms of the eighteenth century occurred in
many areas and in varying degrees. Reason no longer held the high place it had held in the eighteenth century;
its place was taken by imagination, emotion, and individual sensibility. The eccentric and the singular took the
place of the accepted conventions of the age. A concentration on the individual and the minute replaced the
eighteenth-century insistence on the universal and the general. Individualism replaced objective subject
matter; probably at no other time has the writer used himself as the subject of his literary works to such an
extent as during the romantic period. Writers tended to regard themselves as the most interesting subject for
literary creation; interest in urban life was replaced by an interest in nature, particularly in untamed nature and
in solitude. Classical literature quickly lost the esteem which poets like Pope had given it. The romantic
writers turned back to their own native traditions. The Medieval and Renaissance periods were ransacked for
new subject matter and for literary genres that had fallen into disuse. The standard eighteenth-century heroic
couplet was replaced by a variety of forms such as the ballad, the metrical romance, the sonnet, ottava nina,
blank verse, and the Spenserian stanza, all of which were forms that had been neglected since Renaissance
times. The romantic writers responded strongly to the impact of new forces, particularly the French
Revolution and its promise of liberty, equality, and fraternity. The humanitarianism that had been developing
during the eighteenth century was taken up enthusiastically by the romantic writers. Wordsworth, the great
champion of the spiritual and moral values of physical nature, tried to show the natural dignity, goodness, and
the worth of the common man. The combination of new interests, new attitudes, and fresh forms produced a
body of literature that was strikingly different from the literature of the eighteenth century, but that is not to
say that the eighteenth century had no influence on the romantic movement. Practically all of the seeds of the
new literary crop had been sown in the preceding century. The romantic period includes the work of two
generations of writers. The first generation was born during the thirty and twenty years preceding ; the second
generation was born in the last decade of the s. The essayist Thomas De Quincey, born in , falls between the
two generations. Keats and Shelley belong to the second generation, along with Byron, who was older than
they were by a few years. All three were influenced by the work of the writers of the first generation and,
ironically, the careers of all three were cut short by death so that the writers of the first generation were still on
the literary scene after the writers of the second generation had disappeared. The major writers of the second
romantic generation were primarily poets; they produced little prose, outside of their letters. Another striking
difference between the two generations is that the writers of the first generation, with the exception of Blake,
all gained literary reputations during their lifetime. Of the writers of the second generation, only Byron
enjoyed fame while he was alive, more fame than any of the other romantic writers, with perhaps the
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exception of Scott, but Keats and Shelley had relatively few readers while they were alive. It was not until the
Victorian era that Keats and Shelley became recognized as major romantic poets.
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Basic characteristics[ edit ] The nature of Romanticism may be approached from the primary importance of
the free expression of the feelings of the artist. Samuel Taylor Coleridge and others believed there were
natural laws the imaginationâ€”at least of a good creative artistâ€”would unconsciously follow through artistic
inspiration if left alone. The concept of the genius , or artist who was able to produce his own original work
through this process of creation from nothingness, is key to Romanticism, and to be derivative was the worst
sin. This particularly in the effect of nature upon the artist when he is surrounded by it, preferably alone. In
contrast to the usually very social art of the Enlightenment , Romantics were distrustful of the human world,
and tended to believe a close connection with nature was mentally and morally healthy. Romantic art
addressed its audiences with what was intended to be felt as the personal voice of the artist. So, in literature,
"much of romantic poetry invited the reader to identify the protagonists with the poets themselves". The
application of the term to literature first became common in Germany, where the circle around the Schlegel
brothers, critics August and Friedrich , began to speak of romantische Poesie "romantic poetry" in the s,
contrasting it with "classic" but in terms of spirit rather than merely dating. Friedrich Schlegel wrote in his
Dialogue on Poetry , "I seek and find the romantic among the older moderns, in Shakespeare, in Cervantes, in
Italian poetry, in that age of chivalry, love and fable, from which the phenomenon and the word itself are
derived. Margaret Drabble described it in literature as taking place "roughly between and ", [24] and few dates
much earlier than will be found. In English literature, M. Abrams placed it between , or , this latter a very
typical view, and about , perhaps a little later than some other critics. The early period of the Romantic Era
was a time of war, with the French Revolution â€” followed by the Napoleonic Wars until These wars, along
with the political and social turmoil that went along with them, served as the background for Romanticism.
The first emerged in the s and s, the second in the s, and the third later in the century. That it was part of the
Counter-Enlightenment , a reaction against the Age of Enlightenment , is generally accepted in current
scholarship. Its relationship to the French Revolution , which began in in the very early stages of the period, is
clearly important, but highly variable depending on geography and individual reactions. Most Romantics can
be said to be broadly progressive in their views, but a considerable number always had, or developed, a wide
range of conservative views, [31] and nationalism was in many countries strongly associated with
Romanticism, as discussed in detail below. In philosophy and the history of ideas, Romanticism was seen by
Isaiah Berlin as disrupting for over a century the classic Western traditions of rationality and the idea of moral
absolutes and agreed values, leading "to something like the melting away of the very notion of objective
truth", [32] and hence not only to nationalism, but also fascism and totalitarianism , with a gradual recovery
coming only after World War II. This is most evident in the aesthetics of romanticism, where the notion of
eternal models, a Platonic vision of ideal beauty, which the artist seeks to convey, however imperfectly, on
canvas or in sound, is replaced by a passionate belief in spiritual freedom, individual creativity. Arthur
Lovejoy attempted to demonstrate the difficulty of defining Romanticism in his seminal article "On The
Discrimination of Romanticisms" in his Essays in the History of Ideas ; some scholars see Romanticism as
essentially continuous with the present, some like Robert Hughes see in it the inaugural moment of modernity
, [35] and some like Chateaubriand , Novalis and Samuel Taylor Coleridge see it as the beginning of a
tradition of resistance to Enlightenment rationalismâ€”a "Counter-Enlightenment"â€” [36] [37] to be
associated most closely with German Romanticism. An earlier definition comes from Charles Baudelaire: This
movement was led by France, with Balzac and Flaubert in literature and Courbet in painting; Stendhal and
Goya were important precursors of Realism in their respective media. However, Romantic styles, now often
representing the established and safe style against which Realists rebelled, continued to flourish in many fields
for the rest of the century and beyond. In music such works from after about are referred to by some writers as
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"Late Romantic" and by others as "Neoromantic" or "Postromantic", but other fields do not usually use these
terms; in English literature and painting the convenient term "Victorian" avoids having to characterise the
period further. In northern Europe, the Early Romantic visionary optimism and belief that the world was in the
process of great change and improvement had largely vanished, and some art became more conventionally
political and polemical as its creators engaged polemically with the world as it was. Elsewhere, including in
very different ways the United States and Russia, feelings that great change was underway or just about to
come were still possible. Displays of intense emotion in art remained prominent, as did the exotic and
historical settings pioneered by the Romantics, but experimentation with form and technique was generally
reduced, often replaced with meticulous technique, as in the poems of Tennyson or many paintings. If not
realist, late 19th-century art was often extremely detailed, and pride was taken in adding authentic details in a
way that earlier Romantics did not trouble with. Many Romantic ideas about the nature and purpose of art,
above all the pre-eminent importance of originality, remained important for later generations, and often
underlie modern views, despite opposition from theorists.
9: Romantic Period | English
British Romanticism does not refer to Mick Jagger making out with a bimbo. It refers to a literary movement in England
that took place roughly between Romantic Poets include Keats, Shelley, Wordsworth, Coleridge, Blake, and Byron.
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